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Abstract
In the mid-nineteenth century, when the Ottoman state launched an industrialization campaign within the context of increasing contacts between the Ottoman and British governments, hundreds of British industrial workers migrated to Istanbul to work in Ottoman military factories, along with technology transfer from Britain. This article narrates the history of these workers and of the community they established in Istanbul in a period spanning four decades, from the beginning of the mechanization efforts in the 1830s until the economic crisis in the mid-1870s. Drawing on archival evidence from Ottoman and British sources, it analyzes the larger context of British workers’ migration from Britain, their relations with the Ottoman state officials and local workers, and their experiences and struggles in the workplace and the city. Although both British and Ottoman historians have largely ignored their experiences due to their marginal numbers and distinct statuses, these workers actively took part in the Ottoman industrialization process, in the development of capitalist class relations, and in the social, cultural, and spatial transformation of the capital city in the Ottoman age of reforms. By means of this analysis, the article aims to highlight the significance of immigrant workers as actors of the history of large-scale transformations in the late Ottoman Empire as well as underlining the role of trans-imperial labor migration in the history of modernity.

Introduction
In 1868, James Herdman, aka Haddad Bey, wrote a long letter to the Ottoman Minister of Marine, asking for a pension to leave his post and go back home. Hired as a blacksmith (hence “Haddad”), he had served in the Imperial Arsenal for twenty-nine years “without leave,” twenty-six years of which he acted as the Chief Engineer of the Arsenal, in the rank of colonel (miralay). “But time changes everything and has changed my circumstances also,” he said in the letter, referring to his replacement with another Englishman and his recent relegation to the post of second engineer, since the Ottoman administration found his skills outmoded and incompatible with the requirements of the new era of ironclads. Regarding his
accomplishments during his long tenure, he was aware that these “may be considered as nothing and not worthy of being taken notice of” at the present age of stunning developments in shipbuilding. “Be that as it may, these matters are everything to me” he continued, underlining his personal dedication to the transformation of the Arsenal and taking pride in the fact that it took place under his own supervision.

In the nineteenth century, the Ottoman Empire underwent dramatic changes that were largely catalyzed by the global processes of industrial and political transformations in this period. On the one hand, reformist statesmen launched an ambitious political and economic program, known as the Tanzimat (reorganization), in an effort to keep pace with these processes, as rapid top-down reforms were perceived as inevitable for the survival of the state in the face of massive military defeats that threatened its legitimacy. On the other hand, the Ottoman integration to global capitalist networks intensified especially by means of closer political and economic relations with Britain and other European countries. As these processes defined Ottoman modernization in the nineteenth century, people living in the Ottoman Empire, particularly those in Istanbul and other port cities where the application of reform policies was more efficient and connections with Europe were stronger, experienced them in distinct and diverse ways.

Herdman’s paradoxical experience of and feeling toward these changes, as reflected in his letter, was in no way unique to him, but rather points to a crucial, but often neglected, dimension of Ottoman modernity. In parallel to increasing political and economic connections with Europe, tens of thousands of people from European countries migrated into the Ottoman Empire during this period. Research on these immigrants has so far largely concentrated on merchants or middle classes in the port cities, which became the bedrock of Ottoman integration to capitalist networks. Only more recently, scholars have started to unearth the experiences of lower class European migrants in the modern era, expanding the frontiers of earlier historiography.

Following the footsteps of these recent studies, this article focuses on British industrial workers employed in the state factories in mid-nineteenth century Istanbul, who were located at the heart of social, economic, and cultural changes in this period. These workers were actively involved in some of these transformation processes, by means of their role in the mechanization of Ottoman industry, the formation of capitalist class relations, and urban-cultural transformation in the capital city, highlighting the significance of trans-imperial/transnational labor migration in the making of these processes. Nevertheless, we know very little about their experiences, apparently due to their marginal numbers and their distinct socio-economic positions. Indeed, studies on the emigration of British industrial workers in the nineteenth century have mostly focused on large-scale migration flows, mostly to the United States, leaving untold the experiences of “minorities who went to the Continent,” or in our case, the Ottoman Empire. Ottoman/Middle Eastern historians who mentioned British industrial workers, on the other hand, often confined their references to the latter’s distinct mechanical skills, their statuses as “experts” or “engineers,” and their high wages.

Official reports sent from the British diplomatic agents in Istanbul confirmed that labor migration from Britain in the nineteenth century remained marginal and mostly limited to state-run military factories. According to a report written in December 1869, British “artizans” in Istanbul were largely concentrated in the
Imperial Arsenal (Tersane-i Amire) of the Ottoman navy, which employed around two hundred shipbuilders and mechanics from Britain, and in the Imperial Armory (Tophane-i Amire), where around twenty-five British mechanics worked. They had a tiny community even within the foreign population of the city in this period. In fact, the report argued, the fact that the French, Germans, and Italians had larger communities facilitated the migration of their own natives, giving them an “advantage” over the British.¹²

In his dispatch sent around the same period, the British Consul-General, arguing that “Turkey is not a field for British immigration,” referred to the low standards, high expenses, and the “oppressive and arbitrary” mode of government to explain why it was so.¹³ Still, a British working-class colony came into being in a village on the Golden Horn, the epicenter of Ottoman industry in this period. Members of this colony showed that, despite their small numbers, they could still make their voices heard by both Ottoman and British authorities in order to solve their problems. They managed to do this by effectively making use of their critical role in the production process, their ability to build up and sustain a distinct community, and their pragmatic use of British citizenship, especially against the Ottoman government. It was, however, this effectiveness that impeded the growth of the British immigrant community as well as its survival into the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

I will analyze the stories of these workers in four parts. The first part gives an overview of British labor migration in the mid-nineteenth century, demonstrating that the dynamics of labor migration from Britain were shaped by a continuously changing imperial and inter-imperial context in this period as well as the agency of these workers. The second part narrates the formation of a British working-class colony in the 1860s and 1870s in Istanbul, and how this community became an important actor of cultural and spatial transformation in the city in this period. I will then analyze the relations between the Ottoman state, British diplomatic agents, and the workers to demonstrate how these relations evolved in a way that increasingly polarized the state and British workers over labor problems. In the final part, I narrate how these problems, within the context of economic crisis, pushed the Ottoman government to dismiss these workers, which ended up with the dissolution of a once-promising working-class community in Istanbul.

**British Labor Migration in the Nineteenth Century**

Following a naval alliance against the rebel governor of Egypt Mehmed Ali Pasha and a trade convention that opened the Ottoman markets to British products at the expense of Ottoman manufacturers in 1838,¹⁴ the increasing contacts between the British and the Ottoman governments played a major role in the Ottoman state’s reform campaign. Culminating in the military alliance during the Crimean War (1853-1856),¹⁵ these relations provided the Ottoman government with diplomatic-military protection particularly against Russia, and increasingly facilitated and encouraged the transfer of British resources for Ottoman economic transformation, particularly in the form of credits, direct investments, technology, and labor. Indeed, throughout the two decades following the Crimean War, Britain remained not only as the most important trade partner, but also had the largest share of foreign
loans and direct investments in the Empire, the latter including the first railway lines laid out by British companies in Western Anatolia and the Balkans.\textsuperscript{16} This context played a major role in the migration of British subjects who travelled mostly with their families in this period, with the prospect of continuous employment not only in government works as the following pages will demonstrate, but also most likely in the long run, in the increasing number of British enterprises in the Empire.

James Herdman was among the earliest groups of British workers who were hired by the Ottoman state to launch an industrialization campaign in the 1830s. In this context, steam-driven machinery was ordered to European manufacturers to establish new factories or to transform production in the existing facilities, including the Imperial Arsenal and the Imperial Armory in Istanbul.\textsuperscript{17} As the Empire did not have an adequate number of skilled native workers, particularly mechanics, labor transfer inevitably accompanied technology transfer. The Ottoman bureaucrats expected these workers not only to install and run the machinery, but also to train native workers so that the labor force necessary for the industrialization program be created in the long run.\textsuperscript{18}

Especially in the 1840s, the number of British workers gradually increased in parallel to the establishment of a series of state-owned mechanized factories on the outskirts of Istanbul, ranging from ironworks to textile mills, which produced for the Ottoman military.\textsuperscript{19} However, this initial experience ended up an abysmal disappointment, as most of these factories failed due to financial and managerial problems. Charles MacFarlane, who visited these factories in the mid-1840s, wrote about dozens of British workers who had been brought to work in these factories but were either sent back shortly after or “condemned to a continuation of idleness,” since most of the factories were not even physically completed by that time.\textsuperscript{20} Adding to this was the high cost of these factory workers, who could be convinced to come and work in the Empire by much higher wages than they earned in their own countries.\textsuperscript{21}

This was one side of the coin, as foreign workers proved their ability to cause political problems for the Ottoman authorities as well. British and other European workers often applied to their consulates or embassies in Istanbul with the expectation that the latter would pressure the Ottoman officials for the solution of their problems, mostly regarding the payment of wages. Indeed, in a period marked by the state’s increasing dependence on the political, financial, and military support of European powers, Ottoman bureaucrats seem to have been particularly sensitive against the possible repercussions of a labor unrest involving European workers. In a telling instance, in July 1848, during the heydays of revolutionary uprisings in Europe, state officials reported on the complaints of European workers employed in a state-owned ironworks in Istanbul, whose wages had been in arrears for three months, and discussed the possibility of radical actions by these workers in the factory, underlining their “strange manners and circumstances.”\textsuperscript{22} Indeed, such concerns, in addition to financial problems, likely deprived state elites of their motivation for rapid mechanization, until Ottoman workers would be systematically trained to replace their foreign counterparts.

Until the Crimean War, the number of foreign mechanics in the factories remained in line with the sporadic character of industrial campaign in Istanbul. In 1848, for example, there was a total of twenty-four foreign mechanics in the
Imperial Arsenal, the bedrock of the steam-driven mechanization campaign in the Empire. However, the numbers were never stable, as most of the time these workers were contracted for short periods, usually one to three years, and not all of them stayed longer than that. In most cases these workers left due to low wages and the irregularity of their payments. As a result, in the absence of local mechanics, such exits forced the government to find and contract new workers from British dockyards and arsenals, mostly with the help of increasing official connections between the two governments during this period.

A high turnover rate was never desirable for the Ottoman authorities, however, especially when the Ottoman military was in urgent need for such mechanics in factories and on steamships. This was not unknown to the mechanics, as they immediately acted to improve their conditions particularly during the Crimean War, which gave foreign mechanics leverage to improve their wages and working conditions. In 1854, when seven foreign workers demanded an increase in their wages, the government had to accept their requests due to the lack of options during the war. Some of these workers had been recruited only about a year before, such as a Hungarian, a French, a Swedish, and a British mechanic. The other three mechanics had been employed for a longer period. James Blair, in his seventh year at the Arsenal, believed that his commitment and hard work had earned him a promotion to the rank of second-class engineer, with a pay increase. James Carlisle, who had been working for almost eight years, five of them without a contract, gave a strongly-worded notice, warning that if his pay was not advanced, a promise which had not been kept for the past four years, he would consider himself “duly at liberty.” Samuel Brown, working as the chief boiler-maker of the Boiler Shop in the Arsenal for six years, although his contract had expired three years earlier, requested the increase promised at the time of his recruitment. Upon receiving their petitions, the Naval Council initially tried to convince the workers to continue with their present wages given the existing challenges of the Treasury during the war. They refused, “firmly” stating that they would leave in case their requests were not met. The Naval Council had to give in, since there were “no mechanics to replace them in Istanbul” and recruiting new workers from London would be more expensive.

Although the high frequency of turnover continued during the post-war economic distress in the Empire, a new era for British workers started in a short while. Indeed, during the following two decades, British labor migration saw its climax before it was almost terminated. In the era of Sultan Abdulaziz (r.1861–1876), the Ottoman state launched a naval modernization campaign, marked by the construction or purchase of several steamships and ironclads, to build a large and powerful navy. By means of foreign loans, which increasingly flowed from Europe, the number of mechanized factories and workshops in the Imperial Arsenal and, to a lesser extent, in the Imperial Armory, dramatically increased, along with Ottoman and foreign workers employed in these factories.

In spite of loans from Europe, economic problems persisted in this period, so much so that the value of kaimé (paper money) plunged to such levels that the government was forced to withdraw it after protests. Still, the sultan pressured especially the naval administration to make huge investments on machinery and steamships, for the construction of a powerful and competitive navy as quickly as
possible. In response, the bureaucrats sought ways to cut the labor costs as far as possible. They were unable to decrease the number of workers, since as many workers as possible were needed to rapidly complete the sultan’s projects. Nor were they able to cut their wages as it immediately led to increasing turnover and workers’ protests. In the end, they opted to stream the available funds towards capital investments, by keeping workers’ wages in arrears as long as possible. Workers in the arsenal did not remain silent against these arrears, going on strikes from time to time. The government could only appease them by paying these arrears, albeit gradually at various installments.27

British workers, whose wages were much higher than most of their local counterparts, nevertheless continued to suffer from the problem of arrears under the reign of Abdulaziz as well.28 In 1866, a letter from the Grand Vizierate to the Ministry of Marine complained of the persistent grievances made by British subjects over the delayed payments in the Imperial Arsenal.29 As a result, many workers continued to leave immediately after the end of their contracts, sometimes forcing the administration to rearrange the assignments of the remaining foreign workers since they could not be replaced by locals.30

Still, these exits were less of a threat to the pace of production compared to earlier periods, when there were not a sufficient number of skilled workers among the locals, and when hiring new workers was more costly, a situation that gave an edge to workers’ demands. By the late 1860s, however, such turnovers, at least in the case of mechanics, did not seem to concern or threaten the Ottoman authorities anymore. One reason for this was the increased availability of local mechanics, who were trained by their British masters mostly as part of military-vocational programs during this period. Indeed, from the late 1860s onward, both in the Arsenal and the Armory, Ottoman mechanics graduating from these programs started to replace their foreign counterparts.31

Another possible reason was the increasing availability of cheap labor from Britain in this decade. The financial panic of 1866 in Britain hit particularly the iron industries, including iron-shipbuilding.32 The crisis led to a growing interest among skilled industrial workers, who faced severe unemployment and a fall in wages, in possibilities of employment abroad, with the British government investigating the potential options for such workers.33 Lower wages and rising unemployment in British shipbuilding industries overlapped with the Ottoman government’s demand for skilled labor in this period, especially for the construction of the first ironclad in the Arsenal, facilitating the hiring of skilled workers for this effort.34 In fact, Ottoman authorities, now having more access to and familiarity with the British labor markets, seemed to be more successful in finding new workers in Britain, at times with no need for contracts.35

Still, even in this period, British workers were able to successfully exploit the state’s dependency on their skill. This was the case in shipbuilding. The introduction of ironclads in the early 1860s, an outcome of naval competition between Britain and France, increased the pressures on the Ottoman state to modernize its navy, particularly against Russia. Coupled with the sultan’s insistence to construct an ironclad as quickly as possible, this context made the Ottoman naval bureaucrats less flexible in replacing the British with Ottoman workers, since the vocational programs in the Arsenal had only recently been adjusted to train iron shipbuilders. Therefore, as
the British shipbuilding industry recovered from the crisis in the early 1870s, and job prospects and average wages for these workers dramatically improved, this had an immediate impact on relations between these workers and the Ottoman government. In 1872, forty-nine British workers, who had been hired two years earlier for the construction of the ironclad, attempted to leave, referring to their low wages in the Ottoman Empire and the increasing job prospects in their own country. The government, although determined not to increase the wages of such temporary workers who were hired specifically for the ironclad construction, relented and increased their wages, in order not to undermine the construction process in the Arsenal.36

The Making of a Working-Class Colony in the City

The increasing pace of production throughout the 1860s, which likely gave a sense of job security, and the relatively high purchasing power of their wages in the Ottoman Empire, coupled with the negative prospects in Britain, prompted many of these British workers to bring their families to settle in Istanbul. In the Imperial Arsenal, aside from temporary workers who were largely hired for ironclad construction, at least 128 workers were listed as “regular workers” in 1870, which confirms a correspondent’s statement that British workers here relied on “continuous employment,” although their wages were in arrears for as long as six months.37 Most of these workers received between 13 and 15 pounds a month, although there were a few who earned as much as 35 and as little as 3 to 4 pounds.38 As to their purchasing power, the same correspondent stated that clothing was “not unreasonable” and house rents were “seldom under 25 pounds per annum for a superior artisan in Constantinople.”39

Throughout the 1860s, as their number in the Arsenal and the Armory increased, British workers settled down in what many accounts now refer to as a “colony.” In fact, despite the above-mentioned consular reports underlining the negative prospects for immigrants from Britain, journalistic accounts sounded more positive in this regard. A correspondent in 1870, for example, suggested that a British subject would not feel alone in Istanbul, because the city had several English-controlled institutions, from churches and newspapers to a hospital and the English-controlled Ottoman Bank: “With the exception, perhaps, of his bread, meat, and vegetables, a patriotic Briton may make all his purchases of his fellow-countrymen, who he will find represented in every trade and profession.”40

Most of the mechanics seem to have settled in Hasköy, an old Jewish village near the Imperial Arsenal, where by 1873, there were 139 British families, consisting of around 700 people.41 These “British Hasskenites,” in the words of a Times correspondent, “have in their social life created for themselves a little world of their own, the type of their fatherland.”42 Together with their British counterparts in state factories, they established the Istanbul branch of the Mechanics’ Institute in 1859.43 The Institute had 168 members by 1873, who had erected a stone building in the neighborhood, by collective subscription, which provided the community with a large lecture-hall and other facilities: “The lectures are weekly and well-sustained, the reading room is supplied with the leading papers and periodicals, the library consists of more than 800 volumes, the billiard room is furnished with two good tables, and the museum-capable of extension-contains some valuable models of modern naval
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architecture and machinery. The lecture hall was also used as a school for around 140 children, and according to another report in 1876, there was also a school for orphans “dependent on voluntary contributions.”

Aside from the Institute, the community, most of whom were Scottish, had also a club, a masonic hall, and cooperative stores, as well as a Scottish minister and a Free Kirk preacher, “a sort of missionary to the Jews.” Many of them bought houses, and some of them built their own. They had a cricket team, called “Haskeui Amateurs’ Sixteen,” whose matches against other British teams in the city attracted non-British spectators as well, “including many Jews and Turkish women.” Some of them were likely active in other organizations, including the British Literary and Mechanics’ Association, as well as fraternities such as the Society of Oddfellows and Foresters Society. In addition to assisting “each other in case of death and poverty amongst their comrades,” they also supported other distressed British subjects in the Empire, mostly Maltese laborers, through the British Relief Society.

As their numbers increased, they became more active in transforming the neighborhood, sometimes in a contentious way, as happened during the establishment of the “Mechanics’ Club House.” It was converted from a house in Hasköy to serve refreshments (including alcohol) for “respectable bachelors” who opted to have their meals in “more comfort and decency than is afforded by the eating shops of the village.” The police, with the support of local shops, initially refused to give a license, under the pretext of its proximity to a mosque. The problem was resolved only after the intervention of British diplomats and a written assertion of the club owner that he would only serve the British community.

Transforming the landscape of the neighborhood became a more acute problem after the cholera epidemic of 1871–1872, when many British, “chiefly the wives and children of engineers” of the Arsenal, passed away. The community and British officials held the government’s enforcement of a cordon upon the neighborhood, as well as the unsanitary conditions there—particularly slaughterhouses and open sewers—responsible of these deaths. As a result of pressures from the community and British diplomats, the government had to launch initiatives to cover sewers, construct a carriage road, demolish slaughterhouses, and bring water to the neighborhood.

These actions made British workers an important actor of the urban modernization process in a period marked by spatial and cultural transformation in Istanbul, precipitated by the urban reforms of the Tanzimat bureaucrats. In fact, this engagement led the British consul in the early 1870s to conclude that it was not easy for British workers to quit their jobs because of dissatisfaction with the arrears or low wages, since they “would have to make great sacrifices if they suddenly withdrew from a place which they have looked upon more or less as a permanent home.” It was for this reason that they became more vocal about the unpaid wages and dismissals, as such problems became more striking than ever, not only for the workers but also for their entire families, who settled with them.

**Relations and Struggles on the Shop Floor**

In the early 1870s, the excessive burden of international debt made the payment of loans increasingly difficult, and the financial credibility of the Ottoman government
in the European markets was in dramatic decline, leading to “rumors of bankruptcy in the European markets.” Increasing deficits in the budget did not, however, curtail the sultan’s push to continue with military expenditures, especially when tensions with Russia escalated again, leading to the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877–1878. As a result, the navy continued to buy vessels, as well as tools and machines for the existing vessels and factories, attracting the protest of Ottoman bureaucrats and their British counterparts.

An important reason for the British diplomats to protest such expenditures as “extravagance” was the fact that they were made in a context when the government could not pay its workers regularly, including its British workers. Even before this period, arrears in payments, as we saw, were characteristic of the conditions of both British and Ottoman workers. However, as the economic crisis started to escalate, these arrears became more and more troubling, leading the workers to voice their discontent more frequently and loudly, at times with political consequences. In 1873, Ottoman workers in the Arsenal whose wages were thirteen months in arrears, collectively stopped the sultan after a Friday prayer to present their petition about their discontent over wages and their treatment by Namık Pasha, the Minister of Marine. The sultan immediately removed him from office.

In this context, the British workers in the Arsenal, whose wages remained unpaid as well, and who opted not to leave their jobs as many of them were now settled on a more permanent basis, also demonstrated their grievance in a number of ways. They had three options, as they told the British Consul-General in Istanbul when they visited him about their wages in 1876. Their first option was to apply to the Arsenal administration to pay their wages. When they did so, they said, the pashas always made promises, only to break them later on. In effect, this was characteristic of the administration’s response to the workers, as examples from earlier years show as well. In 1868, for example, when Thomas Hampton, an armor plate-roller, applied to the administration for payment of his wages, he was told “to wait a few days, to wait one month, and to wait generally.”

This, however, was not easy for these workers, as “waiting in a strange and expensive country means starvation and debt,” since they and their families were almost exclusively dependent on their wages for their livelihoods. Although their wages were higher than those of local workers, their situation could become far worse than the latter when they were not paid regularly. As the Consul-General explained in his report, Ottoman workers could get rations, in the form of food items (including bread), which were denied to the foreigners, due to the latter’s high wages. In addition, the British workers belonged to a very small community, unlike their local counterparts whose religious or geographical networks could obtain them “in a wonderful way” credits for their basic needs during the unpaid months. In other words, the lack of such networks made the British utterly vulnerable to the irregularities of payments, according to the Consul-General, as these wages were their only source of livelihood.

Therefore, it was not unexpected that just like local workers, British workers also went on strikes from time to time, perhaps as a last resort. A newspaper from August 1871, which informs us of “another strike” of British mechanics in the Arsenal, reports that the previous year, in the summer of 1870, the Ottoman authorities
and the British workers made a deal, apparently following a strike at the time. Accordingly, in case payments remained in arrear for more than a month, workers would be “permitted” to go on strike, “strange as it may sound to factory owners in England.”\textsuperscript{65} This obviously reflects the Arsenal administration’s concern for the continuity of production in the Arsenal, especially when the (first) ironclad, one of the sultan’s dream projects, was under construction. But it also seems to point out the confidence on the part of the authorities that the British workers would not be eager to go on strike whenever they were not paid. Indeed, the newspaper also implies that this option was not used often, attributing it to workers’ inability to find “volunteers” who would act as their spokesmen against the Ministry: “It is well known that in England those who make themselves conspicuous in strikes become marked men.”\textsuperscript{66}

In fact, according to the Consul-General’s report in 1876, workers’ dependence on their jobs and on their wages made them reluctant to going on strike. As industrial establishments in Istanbul were largely limited to the state factories, they had nowhere else to go when they were dismissed from the state factories due to disciplinary problems. Adding on to that was the fact that their negotiating power was increasingly weaker in the mid-1870s: Those native workers and conscripts, who were trained by the British, were now competent enough with far lower wages than their masters, encouraging the Ottoman elites to replace the latter with the former at the first opportunity. Therefore, now that many British were settled migrants in Istanbul, and leaving without a better prospect in Britain or elsewhere was their last choice; their primary interest lay in maintaining their good relations with the state authorities to keep their jobs. In fact, they wanted to avoid a “general strike” as much as possible, since it “might distort the harmony and good feeling which they desire to maintain with the government they serve.”\textsuperscript{67}

The remaining option was to “seek the amicable intervention of the British authority with the Porte.”\textsuperscript{68} As discussed above, this option was frequently used by the British workers in the earlier decades and proved to be a viable option to help these workers receive payment, since the Ottoman government was concerned with maintaining its political and economic ties with the British, as well as maintaining its financial credibility in the eyes of the Europeans. In the 1870s, a larger number of British workers in the Arsenal and other state establishments continued to keep the British authorities in Istanbul busy with their complaints, in most cases due to the irregular payment of wages.\textsuperscript{69}

Such interventions at times proved to be critical enough to impact the naval projects of the Ottoman government, as it had to withdraw from some projects to be able to pay its workers. For example, in 1874, when the British Consul-General in Istanbul learned of the Ottoman government’s negotiations to purchase ships from a British company, he complained: “. . . how outrageous it was for the Turkish admiralty to be spending 19,000 pounds . . . whilst they were meanly pleading day after day that they had no money to pay the arrears of wages of some unfortunate British engineers.”\textsuperscript{70} Upon the intervention of the British ambassador to Istanbul, the deal was cancelled, in spite of the protests of the British businessmen who were involved in it, so that the wages of mechanics working in the Aziziye Company (the state’s steamship company), whose wages were in arrears for a while, could be paid.\textsuperscript{71}

Struggles between the British workers and the Ottoman officials, and thus British diplomatic involvement in these relations, extended beyond the problem of unpaid
wages, and workers’ insistence to hold on to what they saw as their rights or entitlements led to serious confrontations that cost them their jobs in the early 1870s. One of these cases concerned the British mechanics in the Imperial Armory. John Mackenzie, the manager of the Gun Rolling Mill in the Armory, devised a plan to train soldiers and apprentices in the factory, which aimed for the replacement of foreign workers with “native” labor. According to the scheme, British foremen would be awarded with a range of premiums, apart from their salaries, for each native they trained, and the amount of these entitlements would increase in parallel to each trainee’s degree of proficiency. According to Mackenzie, similar schemes proved to be successful in Britain and other countries. The administration approved the plan and put him in charge of implementing it. In a few years, British foremen trained several native workers, who already started to replace the foreigners. However, the promised premiums were denied to the British when a new administrator to the Tophane came in, which prompted Mackenzie, and more than a dozen of his fellow mechanics who took part in the system, to ask for the help of the British Consulate and the Embassy, who could do no more than convincing the Grand Vizier to “recommend” the Armory administration for the settlement of their claims. By this time, however, Mackenzie had already been discharged from the factory.72

Around the same period, confrontations took place regarding the working days and hours in these factories as well. By the early 1870s, since there was not a universal law or regulation that fixed the working hours and weekly holidays, even state establishments had different practices in the Ottoman Empire.73 This paved the way for potential conflicts between the Ottoman officials and British workers, since their contracts, in most cases, did not specify working hours and days. Consular documents suggest that British workers and authorities might have taken it for granted that temporal practices in Britain were to be universally applied wherever British workers were employed. When the Ottoman authorities, for instance, repeatedly pressured the British to work on Sunday, and use Friday as the day of rest, this led to the so-called “Sunday Question,” since British workers refused to work on Sundays. British diplomats who were involved in the conflict argued that although the contracts did not specify the day of rest, “contracts made in England with Englishmen should be held to mean that Sunday is weekly day of rest.”74

Another example concerned the British mechanics who were forced to work nine and a half hours a day in the Armory. Unlike their counterparts in the Arsenal who worked for ten hours in the summer, they normally worked at most nine hours a day, sometimes shorter, and even received overtime when they worked more than nine hours. However, in 1872, the Armory administration attempted to increase and fix working hours to nine and a half hours per day. The workers again refused to comply with this demand, arguing that this was an “innovation,” and complained to the British Consulate. The Consul-General, in his dispatch to the British ambassador in Istanbul asking him to step in, justified workers’ refusal in reference to the recent arrangement in England for the adoption of nine-hour workdays, and that “certainly 9 hours in Turkey is more exhausting than in England.” In both cases, British intervention succeeded to revert the Ottoman attempts regarding working hours and days, although this success likely convinced the Ottoman authorities to speed up with their plan to replace the British with natives, as we will discuss below.75
It was probably the limited character of these confrontations with the British, as well as the knowledge that their dismissals would open new positions for native workers, that the latter were literally absent in these confrontations. Even in the case of unpaid wages, a problem common to all workers, British workers seem to act as a distinct group, as evident in the case of a general strike exclusively by British mechanics working in state factories in Istanbul, due to the two-month delay in payments. Unfortunately, the documents at hand give little information about the relations between the natives and the British. This may suggest that both on the shop floor and outside, contacts remained limited between these two groups. Most obviously, language was a huge barrier for such contacts, and although some of them, especially those working in the Arsenal, lived in Istanbul long enough to learn some Turkish, they probably did not need to do so in order to communicate with naval officers, most of whom learned English in the Ottoman Naval School and most likely served as their translators. Still, since their contracts stipulated that they were supposed to train local workers, they had to remain in contact at least with boys who were assigned to them as apprentices. Apart from them, there were also older local workers who apprenticed with them, mostly to master in the production and maintenance of machinery. In some registers, these latter workers were referred to as “associate workers” (refakat amelesi), who numbered sixty-one by 1875.

It would thus not be surprising to see that their relations with the rest of the labor force were largely limited to these apprentices, in addition to officers. In this regard, there are at least a couple of cases that may point to the existence of closer relations between these workers, to the extent that they may have formed a separate faction at least on certain occasions within the workplace. In 1868, for example, when many local workers were complaining of low and irregular wages, thirteen local workers who accompanied the British workers received a raise, after their British foreman petitioned for an increase in their wages due to their hard work.

A more illustrative case took place in the midst of economic crisis, following the default on payment of foreign loans that the Ottoman governments had made throughout the two decades since the Crimean War. The bankruptcy severely hit the Ottoman economy and, in particular, state factories, as a result of which most workers either lost their jobs or could not receive their wages for long months, leading to the above-mentioned strikes. In June 1876, an internal correspondence referred to the complaints of local workers about the payment of wages to the associate workers. Accordingly, when British workers were finally paid, again most likely upon the intervention of British diplomats, their associate workers also received their wages together with their masters, leading to the immediate outrage of other local workers who still had not been paid. As a result, the administration decided to pay the future wages of these associate workers together with other local workers, rather than with their masters, since doing otherwise could provoke other workers for “going on strike” and resorting to “various complaints and disturbances” in the Arsenal.

The Dissolution of the British Working-Class Colony

As discussed, the discontent between the government and its British workers aggravated in the early 1870s, and this was a result of a series of intentional steps taken by
the government, to replace them with native workers especially in response to increasing financial stress in this period. It might be argued that the government always kept this intention. If one of the primary goals of employing foreign workers was running the factories with skilled labor, the other equally important goal was to train Ottoman subjects who would replace these foreigners in the long run. However, this seems not to be the course of logic on the part of British workers, as many of them invested in staying for longer periods or even permanently in Istanbul. Thus, the process of dismissal was itself a contentious process between the two sides.

In 1873, with the increasing escalation of financial troubles and the payment of wages, coupled with the belief that Ottoman workers, including conscripts, now could replace their masters, the state began to dismiss British workers. In this year alone, around fifty of the Englishmen who had worked at the Arsenal between five and fifteen years were discharged, a move that was accompanied by dismissals in the Imperial Armory as well. The same year, the government decreed an increase to the number of conscripts employed in the factories, in another effort to replace civilian workers (including the British) with soldiers. In a short while, in fact, the Porte’s intention to replace all British workers with locals became clear.

The reactions of the British community, as reflected in the protests of British diplomats and newspapers, not only demonstrate workers’ discontent over these dismissals but also offer further evidence of how they expected to remain a permanent part of the workforce. Already by November 1873, the British ambassador was working hard to convince the government of stepping back from the schemes to discharge British workers, going as far as seeking an audience with the sultan for this goal. As these dismissals were also covered by the English press in Istanbul as well as in Britain, the government had to defend these dismissals on the ground that their contracts were over or they were not needed anymore in the navy, and that they were all paid in full. In effect, according to a consular dispatch in March 1874, which lamented the departure of twenty-seven engineers together with their families from Istanbul, some of the workers had left their service voluntarily, without waiting their “turn” to be dismissed. Considering this course a “suicidal folly” on the part of the government, the dispatch ended with a note of disapproval of the scheme to replace these workers with natives, warning that it would be too late if the service of these skilled British mechanics would be needed ever again, as had happened during the Crimean War in 1854.

British workers were most likely aware of the fact that their tenure in the Ottoman factories was coming to an end, since industry had come to a halt after the Ottoman bankruptcy in 1875. Nevertheless, unlike hundreds of local workers, many of them were able to keep their jobs during the crisis, although they continued to be not paid for five or six months in a city where inflation was rampant, basic necessities were absent, and circumstances were calling for a “revolution.” This was most likely due to the temporary necessity of their service in the military factories and on the naval vessels upon the start of the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877–1878. By the end of the war in 1878, however, most of them would be discharged as well.

In 1878, the British Consul-General was expecting a high number of applications to the British Relief Fund from discharged workers and their families who were unable to afford traveling back home. This expectation was not without grounds.
Since most of these workers settled on a permanent basis, they had made investments with the expectation that they would continue to work, even after their contracts terminated. As we have seen, many of them bought or constructed houses for their families or invested in local societies. However, the crisis of the mid-to-late 1870s left many of these families in distress, leading them to sell their houses at far lower than their market value and to give up “their shares in social establishments.” Although their original contracts included the reimbursement of their travel back home, many of them apparently could not claim it, since they continued to work without contracts afterwards. Even when they did claim such a reimbursement, it was not enough to cover all of their family members.

An illustrative case in this regard, which came to the attention of the British Consulate in 1878, also shows how the British community in Istanbul depended for their survival on their jobs in the state factories. Sarah Ellis, a seventy-three-year-old woman, came to Istanbul with her husband George, who worked in the Imperial Arsenal and in the Mint. Upon his death in 1868, she continued to live in Istanbul, living for two years off the money he had left her. When her funds were exhausted, Sarah moved to the home of her daughter, whose husband, a Mr. Till, also worked in the Arsenal, until he was dismissed in September 1877. Till left Istanbul with his wife and five children shortly after, but in such a state of financial distress that he was unable to afford Sarah’s travel costs. Before he left, he paid off his debts from loans he had made to sustain his family during long periods when he was not paid by the Arsenal. Sarah then moved to live with her other daughter in Istanbul, whose husband was a shipbuilder, and their three children. However, they also were in a state of distress and could not afford to maintain her within the family. In the end, the Consulate offered her the funds to travel to Liverpool, where she could live with another one of her daughters. During the trip, she would be accompanied by a Mr. Thompson, an Arsenal worker returning to England, and who “offered to take care of” her until they landed in Liverpool.

Already by 1876, the Times correspondent “could not but regret that what had promised to become a flourishing and permanent settlement should be so likely soon to vanish from the land, leaving no trace . . .” Indeed, one did not have to wait long to see what he had predicted. By the end of the nineteenth century, in parallel to the increasing inactivity in production and in technology transfer following the financial crisis and the heavy defeat in the Ottoman-Russian War, the golden years of Ottoman industrial transformation were now over. In 1905, another correspondent mentioned the existence of only “one or two Englishmen and a few Germans” in the Imperial Arsenal, mourning the bygone era of British workers in what once was the jewel of Ottoman industrial modernization.

Conclusion

The global context of industrialization and the development of political and economic connections between the Ottoman and the British states in the mid-nineteenth century are centrally significant to understand the history of industrial transformation in the Empire. The Ottoman state’s efforts to remain competitive against the increasing threats to its existence pushed it to modernize its economy by adapting to the new
technologies of production, which meant an initial dependency on the transfer of technology and skilled labor. The increasing connections with Britain beginning with the early 1840s allowed the Ottomans to partially transcend the financial constraints that limited the industrialization efforts in the earlier decades, especially by means of foreign loans after the Crimean War. This technological transformation, initially a response to defensive pressures as well as to political and economic reform efforts, possessed capitalistic attributes as well. On the one hand, industrial investments had a conscious goal of reducing labor costs through mechanization. On the other, cutting labor costs, through attempts such as replacing foreigners with local workers or withholding wages for long periods of time, made financially possible the rapid drive for such investments especially after the Crimean War. In other words, the expansion of capital was both the reason and the goal behind keeping labor costs low in this period.

British industrial workers in Ottoman state factories in Istanbul figured in the development of capitalist class relations within this context. Increasing connections with Britain led to a growing number of British workers migrating to work in government establishments, first and foremost, in the Imperial Arsenal. As both mechanization and production increased, more and more British workers started to bring their families, and settle down in Istanbul. As they did so, they considered themselves not only permanent workers, but also permanent inhabitants of Istanbul, by taking an active role in the modernization of the city. In this way, their expectations and experiences changed dramatically. They were able to develop various forms of solidarity both at the workplace and outside of it, which helped them to wage contentious —and sometimes successful—struggles against the Ottoman administrators not only over work-related problems but also over the transformation of their own neighborhoods, asserting themselves as a collective actor both in the workplace and in the city. That they saw themselves as residents, rather than temporary workers, also transformed their actions against the government for their discontent. Exiting became less of an option, and striking was risky since they could not tolerate dismissals, which pushed them to seek alternative ways, the most favorable of which was the intervention of British diplomats. These active struggles by British workers, in addition to the high cost of British labor, pushed the Ottoman government to play its own cards against these workers by capitalizing on workers’ increasing dependence on their jobs in state establishments to reside in the city.

These struggles necessarily lead us to consider their role in the history of the formation of the working class in the Ottoman Empire. The findings of this research may not necessarily demonstrate that these workers developed strong class-based solidarities with their Ottoman fellows in this period. Their minimum contacts with the latter and their frequent recourse to British diplomatic intervention against the Ottoman government only confirm the fact that they distinguished, or had to distinguish, themselves from the rest of the working-class population around them. Although their willingness to stay permanently complicates this picture, one could only speculate on whether they might have developed such relations once they were allowed to stay much longer. Nevertheless, the struggles of British workers and their local civilian counterparts revealed the capitalist motives of the “reformist” bureaucrats and pushed the latter to seek cheaper and more obedient alternatives to
them (in the body of conscripts and apprentices) for their modernization program in the rest of the nineteenth century. In this way, their struggles significantly characterized the subsequent courses of working-class formation in the Ottoman Empire.\textsuperscript{95} Thus, regardless of how they considered themselves, I believe it is impossible to write the history of working classes in the Ottoman Empire, or in any other historical or contemporary setting, by excluding these and other foreign workers merely on the basis of their national identity and their numbers. Analyzing their experiences within a larger context in the nineteenth century allows us to see how the experiences of these immigrant, or “foreign,” workers could be decisive not only in the development of capitalist class relations in the Ottoman Empire but also in the making of historical processes, such as industrialization and urban transformation, that marked nineteenth-century modernity.
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